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SCHRÖDINGER OPERATORS WITH

RAPIDLY OSCILLATING CENTRAL POTENTIALS1

BY

DENIS A. W. WHITE

Abstract. Spectral and scattering theory is discussed for the Schrodinger operators

H = -A + V and H0 = -A when the potential V is central and may be rapidly

oscillating and unbounded. A spectral representation for H is obtained along with

the spectral properties of H. The existence and completeness of the modified wave

operators is also demonstrated. Then a condition on V is derived which is both

necessary and sufficient for the M/aller wave operators to exist and be complete. This

last result disproves a recent conjecture of Mochizuki and Uchiyama.

1. Introduction. We shall study the Schrodinger operator H — -A + V on L2(Rd )

(d > 2) when the potential V is central, oscillating or perhaps rapidly oscillating, in

which case V may be unbounded. A spectral representation (or "eigenfunction

expansion") for H will be derived along with the "expected" spectral properties. We

shall further prove the existence and completeness of the modified wave operators

for the selfadjoint operators, H and H0 = -A and derive a necessary and sufficient

condition on V to assure the existence and completeness of the Mailer (i.e. " usual")

wave operators.

To place this present work in perspective, we shall briefly review some of the

relevant results from scattering theory. For potentials V which are short range, i.e.,

roughly V(x) — 0{\ x |~'~E) as | x |-> oo, for some e > 0, Agmon [1] has shown that

the Möller wave operators exist and are complete. (For a complete bibliography

before 1978, see [44].) More recently, Enss [21] has obtained a similar result by an

elegant time dependent method; see also [23, 44, 48, 53]. On the other hand, Dollard

[17, 18] has shown that these wave operators do not exist when V is the Coulomb

potential, V(x) = r~* (where r=|x|). It is not true, however, that these wave

operators fail to exist for all potentials which are not short range. Consider, for

example

(1.1) V(x) = r~ssinßra       (a > 0; 8 > min(0,1 - a); ß > 0)

(so that V depends only on /-=|x| , i.e. V is central), which is typical of the

potentials discussed below. These potentials have been the object of study in several

recent papers [11, 12, 16, 19, 37, 38, 52, 54] and they are special cases of more

general works about oscillating potentials [3, 14, 15, 35, 36, 41, 47], see also [6].

These authors find certain conditions on 8 and a in (1.1) weaker than 8 > 1 (i.e. the
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short range case) which are still sufficient to assure the existence and completeness

of the Möller wave operators. We cite but a few: 8 + a > 2 [15, 47]; § < 8 + a < 2

and 8 + 2« > 3 [14, 41]; S + a > 1 and 8 > \ [16]; 25 + a > 2 and 8 > 0 [11]. (In

each case we assume V is not too singular at 0, say a — 8 > -2.)

Faced with this bewildering number of sufficient conditions it is natural to ask if

any is necessary. Bourgeois [12] conjectured that if a = 1, then 8 > \ is necessary.

See also [54]. A much more general conjecture is the following, due to Mochizuki

and Uchiyama [39]: if Fis continuous and central the Möller wave operators exist if

V is conditionally integrable on (1, oo) (i.e. j™ V(s)ds exists as an improper Riemann

integral). For the potentials in (1.1), conditional integrability is equivalent to

8 + a > 1 so that the two conjectures are incompatible. In this paper we shall

resolve these conflicting conjectures. More precisely, we shall restrict attention to a

certain class of central potentials including those in (1.1) and derive a necessary and

sufficient condition on V in this class for Möller wave operators to exist and be

complete. Thus we shall prove that Mochizuki and Uchiyama's condition is not

sufficient but is necessary at least in this context. Bourgeois's conjecture is correct.

The procedure here is to prove the existence and completeness of the modified

wave operators and to derive our results about Möller wave operators from there.

The modified wave operators are of interest in their own right and have been studied

extensively [22, 26, 27, 32, 34, 42, 45]. However, these results do not apply to rapidly

oscillating potentials. For example, Hörmander's existence result [26] requires 8 > 3a

for the potentials in (1.1). To accommodate oscillating potentials, we shall use the

method of Green and Lanford [24] to prove the existence of the wave operators, and

not Cook's method which was used in the previously mentioned works. The former

method is the one applied by Dollard and Friedman [19] who were the first to treat

the important case (among others) when V(r) = r] sin r.

To apply the Green-Lanford method, we shall require a spectral representation for

H. Because such representations are important in any analysis of the operator H, we

shall derive it in more generality than is strictly required for considering the wave

operators. Thus we shall prove that H0 and the absolutely continuous part of H are

unitarily equivalent, for all V in (1.1). This generalizes Ben-Artzi's results [8, 9] as

they apply to the potentials in (1.1); he required 0 *£ a < 1. However we do not

recover his partial results in the case 8 — 0, 0 < a < 1. The " usual" spectral

properties of H will also be verified; see Theorem 1.1 below. For other spectral

representations for H when V is not necessarily short range, see [4, 7, 28, 37, 38, 49,

51], for example. Their results do not apply to all the potentials in (1.1).

We now give complete statements of our hypotheses and results. Some notation is

required.

Notation. Fix a > 0 and ß > 0. For each of 5, G R and 82 > 0 define C(5,, 82) to

be the set of all infinitely differentiable functions /: R+ -» C (R+ = (0, oo)) such

that, for all w G N (N = {0,1,2,...})

(1.2) /"">(/-) = 0(r-s<-"'s>)    asr-oo.
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Define B(8X, 82) to be the set of all real-valued functions VL of the form
n

(1.3)       VL(r)=g0(r)+   2 gk(r)coskßr" + fk(r )smkßr"       (r > 0)
A=l

where each gk (0 < k < «) and/;. (1 < /c < «) belong to C(6,, 52) ar>d is real-valued,

and « G N. If g0 = 0, then VL is said to be oscillatory.

Hypotheses. We shall assume that V: R+ -> R satisfies

(VI) V G LUR+).
(V2) V(r) = 0(r1+e) as r -> 0, for some e > 0.

(K2')/01(F(/-))V~'<fr<oo.

(F3) F= F¿ + Vs = K£1 + KL2 + Vs where, for some fi, > 0 and 82, 0 < S2 < 1,

(SÄ) ^(r) = 0(r~2_E) as /* -» oo (e > 0) and Vs is real-valued and continuous

on (r0, oo) for some r0 > 0.

(LRl) Vu G B(8U 82).

(LR2) VL2 = 0 if a < 1 but if a > 1, then F/2 G B(8] - (a - 1), S2) and VL2 is

oscillatory.

Observe that ( VI) implies ( V2') when d S* 4 (we are working in RJ, d > 2) and

that the assumption 52 < 1 in (F3) does not restrict generality. Also, given that

VL = Vu + VL2 belongs to B{8, 82) (8 G R), (LRl) and (LR2) say essentially that

Vu(r) -> 0 as r -» oo and FL2 is conditionally integrable on (1, oo).

The choice of the function /?/■" in (1.3) is made for convenience and to include the

important case a = 1. It could be replaced by / where either /' or 1 //' belongs to

C(8, 82) (8 > 0) (corresponding to the cases a < 1 or a > 1 here). Thus the results

below apply to VL(r) = VL2(r) — r~s'ersmer (8X > 0) for example.

The assumption (SR) is not the best possible (see [16]) but we are interested here

primarily in VL and include Vs only to weaken the smoothness assumption on V.

Of course V= VL defined by (1.1) satisfies (VI) and either (LRl) or (LR2), but

additional restrictions on 8 and a are required if V is to satisfy ( V2) and ( V2').

Results. With the above assumptions we shall obtain a spectral representation

(Theorem 8.2) for the absolutely continuous part of H = -A + V from which we

shall derive the following result about the spectral properties of H.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose Vsatisfies (VI), (V2), (VT) and (V3) and set H--A+V.

Then the spectrum of H is bounded below and its singularly continuous spectrum is void.

If a ¥= 1 then H has no (strictly) positive eigenvalues, but if a = 1 then H may have at

most finitely many positive eigenvalues and they must belong to the set [\(kß)2\

k G N). Finally, the absolutely continuous part of H is unitarily equivalent to H0= -A.

In the case V(r) — 0 as r -» oo the conclusions of Theorem 1.1 may be slightly

strengthened; see Remark 9.1. The existence of positive eigenvalues when a — 1 is

indeed possible; see [35,40,49, 50].

The next two results concern the existence of the wave operators beginning with

the modified wave operators. We do not indicate here just how the modified wave

operators should be modified, but this will be clarified in the text (see (10.1) and

(10.2)).
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Theorem 1.2. Suppose V satisfies (VI), (V2), (V2'\ and (V3), and let VLUSU and

82 be as in assumption (V3). Denote by H and H0 the self adjoint operators on L2(Rd)

(d > 2), H = -A + V and H0= -A.If82> \ and at least one of the conditions:

(a)«,>*;

(b) 5, > \, Vu is conditionally integrable on (1, oo) and for some e > 0

f°°Vu(o)do = 0(r~e)    asr-> oo

is satisfied, then the modified wave operators for H and H0 exist and are complete.

Combining this result with a result of Hörmander's (Lemma 10.1 below) it is

possible to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence and

completeness of the Möller wave operators. For the sake of simplicity we state this

result only in a special case, the case when, for r > 0,

(1.4)    VL(r) = ar ssin ßra       (a G R; ß > 0; a > 0; 8 > min(0,1 - a)).

Theorem 1.3. Let VL, 8, and a be as in (1.4). Suppose that 8 and a satisfy at least

one of the following conditions:

(i)s>h
(ii)5> {and8 + «> 1;

(iii) 8 + a > |.

Suppose further that Vs: R+ ^ R satisfies (SR) and V = VL + Vs satisfies (VI), (V2),

and (VT). Denote by H and H0 the self adjoint operators on L2(Rd) (d 3= 2), H - -A

+ V and H0 = -A. Then the modified wave operators for H and H0 exist and are

complete. The Miller wave operators for H and H0 exist if and only if either VL = 0 or

8 and a satisfy at least one of the following conditions:

(iv) 8 + a>land8> \;

(v) S + a > |.

In this event, the Mpller wave operators are complete.

The conjectures of Mochizuki and Uchiyama and of Bourgeois are resolved by

Theorem 1.3; see Remark 12.1 below.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In §2 we decompose H as a direct sum of

ordinary differential operators, H(l). We examine the asymptotic behavior of the

generalized eigenfunctions of H(l) in §§3-6; this constitutes the bulk of the

technical work of this paper. In §7, the spectral properties of H(l) are derived by

way of a limiting absorption principle. The spectral representation theorem and

Theorem 1.1 are established in §§8 and 9. In §10 we introduce the modified and

Möller wave operators, and establish Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 in §§11 and 12.

2. Preliminaries. In this section we establish two results which will simplify the

analysis in the rest of the paper. The first simplification involves reformulating

hypothesis (V3) in a more convenient form.
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Lemma 2.1. Let VL, 8X > 0 and 82, 0 < ô2 «£ 1, be as in assumption (V3). Then

VL = Vu + VL2 where

(LRl)VLXGB(8x,82);

(LR2') ifa<l, then VL2 = 0, but if a > 1, then VL2 in B(8X - (a ~ 1), 52) is

oscillatory and fxxVL2(s)ds exists conditionally and the function r i-» /r°° VL2(s)ds

belongs to B(8X,82) and is oscillatory.

Proof. Let Wx and W2 be the functions denoted by VLX and VL2 in assumption

(V3). Assume that a > 1 (otherwise the result is trivial) and that W2(r) =

/(r)cos kßra for some/ G C(8X - (a - 1), 82), and k G Z where k ¥= 0 (i.e., W2 is

oscillatory). Integrate by parts

/°° — i
W2(s) ds = - (kßa)    r]~af(r)sinkßra

— i  r00 d
-(kßa)    j    —(sl'af(s))smkßsads.

Here we have used the fact that rx~af(r) belongs to C(8X, 82) (8X > 0) to eliminate

the boundary term at oo. Therefore setting

VL2{r) = W2(r) + (kßayX[jrYr'-af(r))unkßr

and VLX = VL — VL2 the result follows in the case W2(r) — f(r)coskßra. A similar

argument applies when W2(r) =/(r)sin kßra. In general, W2 is a finite sum of such

functions and hence the result follows.

The second simplification entails rewriting H = -A + V as a direct sum of

selfadjoint ordinary differential operators. Begin by recalling the definition of H and

H0 = -A. Suppose Vsatisfies(Kl), (V2), (V2') and (V3). For/ G C¿°(Rd) (the space

of infinitely differentiable functions from Rd to C with compact support), the

expressions

//¿/(x) = -Af(x),    H'f(x) = -Af(x) + V(\ x \)f(x)

make sense and define operators H'0 and H' on L2(Rd). The operator H'Q is

essentially selfadjoint [31, p. 299]; we shall refer to its closure by H0 ="-A" in

future. The operator H' certainly has a selfadjoint extension [20, Corollary 13, p.

1230]; we choose one and refer to it by H ="-A + V". Later (in Lemma 7.2) we

shall see that H' is essentially selfadjoint so that H is uniquely determined.

We recall that the operator H ="-A + V" can be decomposed into selfadjoint

ordinary differential operators defined on L2(R+ ); this is possible because V is

central. More precisely, there is a decomposition of L2(Rd),

L2(Rd)= ©OC,

(EN

into closed, mutually orthogonal subspaces, %¡ such that for each / G N there is a

unitary operator U¡ from L2(R+) onto %,. Moreover, for any V satisfying (VI),

(V2), (V2'), and (V3), if H ="-A + V", then each of the subspaces reduces H (i.e.
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P,H C HP! if P¡ is the corresponding projection operator) and H(l) defined by

//(/)= U¡~ xHUl is a selfadjoint operator associated with the differential expression

(2.1) T¡=.AL+(v(i)r-2+V(r))        (r>0)
dr

where v(l) is some constant, v(l)> - \. Finally, if

D(r,(T/))={/GL2(R+):T//eL2(R+)}

(when we write T,/it is understood that/has absolutely continuous first derivative)

then the domain, D(H(l)) of H(l) where

(2.2) D(H(l)) Ç {fGD(Tx(r,)): B,f= 0},

where

(2-3) B,U) =

lim/-'/2(logr)   '/'(r)     ifr(/) = -i,

lim/(r) ir>(/) = 0,

0 otherwise.

For a proof of the result, see [30, 43 or 11, Appendix].

In future H(l) will be referred to as the operator defined in §2. The analogous

operator, corresponding to H0 ="-A", will be denoted H0(l). Much of the rest of

this paper is devoted to studying the spectral and scattering theoretical properties of

H(l) and H0(l). Using the above result we shall derive the comparable properties for

H and H0.

3. Asymptotic behavior. We have reduced the study of the operators H and H0 on

L2(Rd) to the study of the operators H(l) and H0(l) on L2(R+). We begin our

analysis of H(l) by considering the asymptotic behavior at 0 and at oo of solutions

of the equation (t, — z2)a = 0, i.e., of the generalized eigenfunctions of H(l) (t,

defined by (2.1)). Knowledge of this asymptotic behavior is fundamental to de-

termining the spectral properties of H(l) and hence of H. The first result concerns

this behavior at 0.

Lemma 3.1. Let t¡ be, for some / G N, the differential expression defined by (2.1) and

suppose V there satisfies (VI) and (V2). Then there is a function \p: R+ XC -» Cwhich

satisfies:

(a)(T/-z2)^(.,z) = 0;

(b) \p and \p' are continuous;

(c) the functions z -» \p(r, z) and z -» \p'(r, z) are, for each fixed r, holomorphic on

C;     _

(d)*p(r,z) = iP(r,z) = xP(r,-z)forall(r,z) G R+ XC;

(e) ip G L2((0,1) X A) for any compact interval A in R;

(f) B¡\p( ■, z) = 0 for every z G C (B, was defined in (2.3));

(g)for each z G C, \p(-, z) has only finitely many zeros in (0, 1].

Finally, any solution of (a) in L2((0,1)) satisfying (f) is a multiple of\p(-,z).
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For a proof of this result see [5, Lemmas 3.3 and A. 1 ; 2 or 43].

We shall next consider the asymptotic behavior at oo of solutions of the equation

(t — z2)a = 0 where

(3.1) r=-^-2+V(r)        (r>0).
dr

Of primary interest is the case when V is as in assumption (V3), but it is convenient

to allow more general choices of V.

The estimates of the asymptotic behavior will be obtained by repeated integration

by parts. In order to handle the resultant cumbersome expressions, we shall need an

integration by parts "machine". The set of functions E introduced below will serve

this purpose.

Notation. Recall the fixed constants, a > 0 and ß > 0 of §1. Define the following

subsets of the complex plane, C. For each y G N, let

C, = C- {^kß:0<\k\<j}

and

C+ = C,n {zGC: lmz>0}.

Here and below Im z and Re z denote the imaginary and real parts of z.

Define the set D. If a ^ 1, then D is the set of all functions « holomorphic on C().

If a = 1, then D is the set of all functions holomorphic on C, for some y G N

depending on «. The somewhat different definition of D when a = 1 is warranted

because, in this case, a form of resonance occurs in the equation (t, — z2)a = 0, if

z = {kß. As we shall see in Corollary 7.6, these values of z2 may be eigenvalues of

H(l) and hence of H and therefore must be excluded from consideration.

Let 8X G R and 52 > 0 be arbitrary. Recall, from §1, how C(8X,82) was defined.

Define E0(8X, 82) to be the set of all functions which are finite sums of functions of

the form

f(r,z) = g(r)h(z)    for some g G C(ô,, Ô2) and « G D.

Define E(8X, 82) to be the set of all functions/of the form

f(r,z)=    £   e*»Jk(r,z)
k=-n

for some set {fk}k=_„ in E0(8X, 82). The function / will be said to be oscillatory if

/0 = 0. Define

E=   U {£(«,,fi2):S, ER,S2>0).

We observe that a function/ G E(8X, 82) has domain R+ XC- for some y G N and

that j = 0 if a ¥= 1. Moreover, by (1.2), if K C C7 is compact, then there is C > 0 so

that

(3.2) \f(r, z)\< Cr-S>    for all (r, z) G (1, oo) X K.

Thus, the set E can be used to record asymptotic behavior.
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If / G E, then we shall denote by/and/_ the functions defined by

(3.3a) f(r,z)= f(r,z),

(3.3b) f_(r,z)=f(r,-z).

We record for future reference the algebraic properties of the set E.

Lemma 3.2. If8x G R, e, G R, 82 > 0 ande2 > 0, then:

(i) E(8X, 82) is a linear space over C;

(ii)i//G E(8x,82)andgG E(ex, e2), then fg G E(8X + e„ min(S2, e2));

(iii) ifex *s 8X ande2 < 82, then E(8X, 82) C E(ex, e2);

(iv) /// G £(5,, 82), then f and f_ also belong to E(8X, 82);

(v) (// G E(8X, 82), then df/dz GE(8X,82).

Properties (i) through (v) remain  true if "£"  is replaced throughout by "£0".

Moreover,

(vi),// G £0(5„ ô2), thenf G £0(5, + ô2, 82).

Here " prime" denotes differentiation with respect to the first (real) variable where

"d/dz" denotes differentiation with respect to the second (complex) variable.

Proof. It is clear from the definitions that £(ô,,52) and E0(8X,82) are linear

spaces over C (i.e., property (i) is verified). Therefore, it is enough to prove the

remaining statements for/in £ (respectively in £0) of the form

f(r,z) = eikßr"g(r)h(z)    where k G Z, g G C{8X, 82), « G D

(respectively,/ = gh). The verification in this simplified case is left to the reader.

Recall the set B(8X, 82) of functions introduced in §1. It may be considered to be a

subset of £(5,, ô2) because g G B(8X,82) can be regarded as a function g: R+ XC0

-» R which does not depend on the second variable and because cos kßr" and

sin kßr" can be written in terms of the exponentials e'kßr° and e~'kßr°. Hence,

B(8X,82) G E(8X,82). Clearly the two definitions of oscillatory coincide on B(8X, 82).

One final definition will complete the structure that we shall need for the

consideration of asymptotic behavior. Let A be the set of all functions which are

finite sums of functions/of the form/(r, z) = g(r)h(z) for some h G D and some

continuous function g: R+ -^ C such that g(r) = 0(r~s) as r ^> oo for some 8 > 0

(5 depending on g). It is clear that A is an algebra of functions and £(S,, S2) G A if

S, >0andS2>0.

Return now to the consideration of the asymptotic behavior of solutions of

(t — z2)a — 0 (t defined by (3.1)). The desired asymptotic behavior is introduced as

a property of V. Suppose V G L2oc(R+ ). Then V will be said to satisfy Cond(|) for

some | G £ if

Cond(|): The function | satisfies | = £ = £_ . Moreover, for some j G N (andj = 0

if a ¥= 1) there exists <#>: R+ XC;+ -> C such that:

(1)(t - z2)<p(-, z) = Oforallz G C/ (t defined by (3.1));

(2) <p and </>' are continuous;

(3) the functions À — <p(r, X) and A -♦ 4>'(r, A) are, for each fixed r, continuously

differentiable on Cy+ n R+ ;
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(4)

<t>(r,z) = expliz^r + j £(o,z)doj Ul + ti,(r, z) + jj2(r, z))

^'('•»¿) = «expj/z|r+ |^(a,z)Ja)   (1 + i,3(r, z))

/or a// (r, z) G R+ XC+ . Here r¡x G A and tj2 a«û? tj3 are continuous functions of

R+ XCy+ o«/o C smc/i that 7)2 G L2((l,oo) X A) for every compact subset A of

C/ n R+ a«ö?/or each z G C/

|rj2(r, z) | +| Tj3(r, z) |= o(l)    air—oo.

The function <p of Cond(£) is (for an appropriate choice of V) a generalized

eigenfunction of //(/) and the function j{t-(o, z)da is its generalized phase shift. In

Theorem 8.2 below, we shall derive a spectral representation for the absolutely

continuous part of H(l) which will be an integral operator with kernel which may be

expressed in terms of <p. Thus, the above properties of $ combined with an estimate

of £ to be derived in Lemma 6.1 below will provide information about this kernel

which will enhance the usefulness of the representation.

The next result shows how it is sometimes possible to simplify the function £ of

Cond(£).

Lemma 3.3. Suppose V G L2oc(R+) satisfies Cond(£) for some £ G £. Suppose

further that £ = £, + £2 where £, G £,£,=£, = (£,)_ and that fx°° £2(s, z)ds exists

conditionally. If f defined by f(r, z) = /r°° £2(s, z) ds belongs to A then V satisfies

Cond(£,).

Proof. Let <¡> be the function appearing in Cond(£). Define

<¡>x(r,z) = e-'^]^<¡>(r,z).

If it is shown that (1), (2), (3), and (4) of Cond(£) hold when <p there is replaced by

<#>, and £ by £,, then the result will follow. Certainly <£, satisfies (1), (2), and (3). To

verify (4), observe that the function e~'z¡{r'z)(l + i\x(r, z) + Tj2(r, z)) can be written

as 1 + p, + p2 for some functions p1 and p2 which have the same properties as do rj,

and 7j2. This can be shown by expanding the exponential in its Maclaurin series.

Similarly, e^'z^r,z)(l + r\3(r, z)) is of the same form as 1 + tj3. The result now

follows.

We shall now state our main result about the asymptotic behavior at oo of

solutions of (t — z2) = 0 (t defined by (3.1)).

Theorem 3.4. Suppose V satisfies (VI) and (V3) and let 8X and 82 be the constants

there. Then there exists £ G E(8X,82) so that, for every v G R, the functions r i-» vr~2

+ V(r) satisfy Cond(£). Moreover, the corresponding functions <p (= <pv) in Cond(£)

are all defined on R+ XC+ for some j G N which does not depend on v.

Its and Matveev [29] have announced a similar result obtained by different

methods. Theorem 3.4 may follow by their techniques. See also [5, 11] for related

results. We establish Theorem 3.4 in the next three sections.
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4. Proof of Theorem 3.4. We turn now to the proof of Theorem 3.4. For the sake

of simplicity, only the case v = 0 is considered; the general case follows by a minor

alteration to the proof of Lemma 4.1 below; see Remark 6.4.

Recall that t was defined (in (3.1)) to be

(4.1) T=_^ + I/(r)        (r>0).
dr

The equation (t — z2)<£(•, z) = 0 may be written equivalently as

(4-2) W'^^=(V(r)-z2    oK'z)'

where w takes values in C2 (= C X C). Of course, w and <j> are related by the

equation w = (*,). Therefore, we can study the solutions w of (4.2) and deduce the

properties of <j> (<p will be the function in Cond(£)).

The proof of Theorem 3.4 involves transforming iteratively the dependent variable

in (4.2) with the object of reducing the coefficient matrix to a diagonal matrix plus a

negligible error term. The asymptotic behavior of the transformed variable can then

be determined by the method of Levinson [13]. The transformations are carried out

in Lemma 4.1 below, but first we shall define what was referred to above as a

"negligible error term".

Define 6X to be the set of all continuous functions, x: U -> C where U is open in

R+ XC- (where/ G N depends on x, but/ = 0 if a ¥^ 1) such that for every compact

subset K of G there is r0 > 0 so that (r0, oo) X K G U and:

(1) for fixed r > r0 the mapping \i-> x(r,\) is continuously differentiable on

KC\ R;

(2) there are constants C > 0 and e > 0 so that

|x(r,z)|< Cr~2~'   for all (r,z) G (r0,oo) X K

and

d
dXx(r,X) < Cr~2~'    for all (r,X)G (r0, oo) X (K n R+ ).

Observe that if / G E(8X, 82) where 8X > 2 and 52 > 0, then / G %. (See Lemma

3.2 and (3.2).) Also, if/ G A and x G %, then/x G %.

Let B(C2) be the space of linear mappings on C2. As usual 5(C2) will be

identified with the space of 2 X 2 matrices. Denote by 9C4 the set of all B(C2)-

valued mappings, all of whose entries in the matrix representation belong to 9C.

Similarly, A4 will denote the set of 2?(C2)-valued mappings with entries in A.

The transformations of w in (4.2) are carried out in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Let V,8X, and 82 be as in assumption ( V3). Let

«HI -'J-
Then there exist £ G £(5,, 82), S G A4 and Tand Y in%4 so that if v is a solution of

(4.3) v'(r,z) ,z(l+£(r,z))(¿       °X) + Y(r,z) v(r, z)
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then w defined by

(4.4) w(r, z) = P(z)(l+ S(r, z) + T(r, z))v(r, z)

is a solution of (4.2). Moreover, £=£=£.

Here / denotes the identity in B(C2). We shall leave aside the proof of Lemma 4.1

for the moment and show how it implies Theorem 3.4. A remark should be made at

the outset.

Remark 4.2. Suppose that, for some r¡x > 0 and r¡2 > 0, £ G £(tj,,ij2) (with

domain R+ XC- say (y G N)) and that £ = £. This last condition implies that £(r, X)

is real whenever X is real. Therefore, if K is any compact subset of C-, there is r0 > 0

and k > 1 so that, for all (a, z) G (r0, oo) X (K\R)

- <(Imz)"'lm{z + £(a,z)} < k.

This follows from Lemma 3.2, part (v) and (3.2).

Proof of Theorem 3.4. It suffices to construct a solution, v, of (4.3) such that

v(r, z) = exp{/z(r + ffa, z) ¿a)}(¿) + x(r, z)

where both components of x belong to %. Transforming back via (4.4) will give <j> of

Cond(£). In fact, it suffices to prove that such a solution v exists on (r0, oo) X K for

an arbitrary compact subset K of Cy+ and some r0 > 0 because <p can be extended to

R+ X C+ by standard techniques (here y'G N is chosen so that £, S, T, and Y of

Lemma 4.1 are defined on R+ XCy). The required solution v can be constructed by

Levinson's method [13] or see [16, p. 2410] for a similar construction. This concludes

the proof.

5. A related first order equation. To complete the proof of Theorem 3.4, it remains

to prove Lemma 4.1; this requires some preparation. We begin with a technical

lemma (Lemma 5.1) and then proceed to study the asymptotic behavior of solutions

of a first order equation which arises in the iterative scheme used to prove Lemma

4.1.

Lemma 5.1. Let VL2, <S, > 0 and 82, Q <82< I, be as in Lemma 2.1. For each

m G N, let &(m) denote the smallest subspace of E(m8x, 82) containing functions of

the form

f(r,z)=f0(r,z)l[fy[2(o)da)jk

for some k G N a«d/0 G E0((m — k)8x, 82). If f G & (m) and g G S(«),

/gGS(w + «)        (m,«GN).

Moreover, if f G &(m), then there is 7] G £((«i + 1)5, + 82,82) so that the integral

IT V[.2(s)f(s> z) — l(s' z) ds exists conditionally and the function

/oo VL2(s)f(s,z)-r,(s,z)ds

belongs to &(m + 1).
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Proof. Because /r°° VL2(s) ds belongs to B(8X, 82) (CE(8X,82)), ë(m) G

E(m8x, 82) (see Lemma 3.2). Again by Lemma 3.2,/ G &(m) and g G S(«) implies

fg G $(m + «). To verify the final statement it suffices to consider/ G &(m) of the

form f(r, z) = f0(r, z)( Jr°° VL2(a) da)k where k G N and /0 G E0((m - k)8x, 82).

Integrate by parts

/OO /     /.OO \ *+'
VL2(s)f(s,z)ds=f0(r,z)(]r   VL2(o)do)

/oo /   /.oo \ k+l

f¿(s,z)(fs   VL2(a)do)       ds.

The result now follows by choosing r¡(s, z) = f¿(s, z)(f™ VL2(a) do)k + x.

Consider the differential equation,

(5.1) u'(r,z) = 2iz(l +£0(r,z))M(r, z) + o>(r, z)        (r>0).

We shall show that if £0 and co belong to £ then there is a solution of (5.1) which

belongs, except for a small error to £. By "a small error" we mean a function in %

(% was defined prior to Lemma 4.1). More precisely, the result is as follows.

Lemma 5.2. Suppose that, for some tj, > 0, 8X > 0 and 82, 0 < 6*2 < 1, £0 G

E(Tji, 52), £0 = £0, and w = «, + w2 where

(l)a>, GE(8X,82),

(2) if a < 1, then co2 = 0, but if a > 1, then jxx u2(s, z) ds exists conditionally and

the function (r, z) (-» /r°° u2(s, z) ds belongs to E(8X, 82).

Then there is q G E(8X, 82), with domain R+ XCy say (i.e. define j G N) and u:

R+ XCj -> C which is a solution of (5.1) such that u = q + e where e: R+ XC^C is

continuous and the function (r, z) -» r"e(r, z) belongs to 9C. More can be said ifa > 1 :

q(r, z) = -/r°° ío2(s, z) ds + p0(r, z) + px(r, z) where p0 G E0(8X, 82) and p G

E(8x+(a-l),82).

Before giving the proof of Lemma 5.2 we shall show how it can be extended.

Recall ((3.3a) and (3.3b)) the notations/ and /   (/ G E).

Corollary 5.3. Assume the hypotheses and notation of Lemma 5.2. If in addition,

£0 = £0 — £0_ and w = w_ , then q can be chosen so that q — q_.

Proof of Corollary 5.3. If U_(r, z) = u(r,-z) where u is a solution of (5.1),

then u_ is also a solution of (5.1). Hence, replacing u, q, and e of Lemma 5.2 by

4(w + U^_ ), \(q + q_ ) and j(e + e ) (which does not affect the conclusion of that

result) this corollary follows.

We turn now to the proof of Lemma 5.2. Several remarks should be made at the

outset.

Remark 5.4. (a) It is enough to prove Lemma 5.2 in the case w G £(5,, 82) (i.e.,

ío2 = 0). To show this, observe that « is a solution of (5.1) if and only if v, defined by

v(r, z) — u(r, z) + ¡^ <¿2(s, z) ds is a solution of

v'(r,z) = 2iz(\ + £0(r,z))v(r, z) + w,(r, z) - 2/z(l + £0(r, z)) Cio^s, z)ds.
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The function ux(r, z) — 2iz(l + £0(r, z))/,°° u2(s, z)ds belongs to E(8X, 82) (by

Lemma 3.2) so that the special case of Lemma 5.2 (when u G E(8X, 82)) applies to

give a particular solution v of the above equation. Setting u(r, z) = v(r, z) —

/" w2(j, z) ds gives the desired solution of (5.1).

(b) Furthermore, it is enough to consider o> G £(5,, S2) of the form

(5.2) u(r,z) = e'kßr°u0(r, z)    where co0 G £0(5,, 82), k G Z.

This follows because in general co is a finite sum of such functions and because the

solutions of (4.1) depend linearly on the nonhomogeneous term w.

(c) There is no difficulty solving (5.1); its general solution is

(5.3a) u(r, z) = e,e^z)L(z) + yV**'«\»(j, z) ds

where

(5.3b) 0(r,z) = 2z[r+jr£0(s,z)ds\

for somec(z) G C.

Proof of Lemma 5.2. The desired expression for u is obtained by expanding the

integral in (5.3a) (where to is defined by (5.2)) by repeated integration by parts; the

factor exp(-/'(zi — kßsa)} being integrated. At each stage this introduces into the

integrand the factor

h(s,z) = i(z- kßasa~])~\

We would like « G £o(max(0, a — 1), 1) because then Lemma 3.2(vi) could be

applied to calculate derivatives. Indeed, when a = 1, h(s, z) = h(z) is holomorphic

except when z = {kß; i.e., « G D (C £0(0,1)). (Incidentally, it is here we see the

need to give special consideration to the points z = {kß in the definition of D when

a — 1.) However, when a # 1, A Í £0(max(0, a — 1), 1), but expanding « in powers

of i^|a_1! (geometric series) we see « is arbitrarily close to such a function. After

suitably many integrations we obtain

u(r, z) = q(r, z) + e,<Kr-z)lc0(z) + f e'^^s, z) ds

for some c0(z) G C, e0 G £(ô, ô2) where 8 is large (5 > 7 + 2a suffices) and g G £

which satisfies the required properties. The desired solution u is obtained by

choosing c0(z) (as we are still free to do) to be

Hz) =

2   -^re-'e(sJ)(4ns)me0(s,z)ds,     ifjiX),
!M = 0 '

/oo e~'Hs-z)e0(s, z)ds, if/i<0.

where fi = Im z and « is large (« > a + 2). With this choice of c it is not difficult to

check that e = u — q satisfies the required properties (for a similar argument, see

[11, p. 597]). This concludes the proof.
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6. Proof of Lemma 4.1. We shall now establish Lemma 4.1 and thus complete the

proof of Theorem 3.4. Afterwards we shall indicate how the function £ there may be

estimated. The proof of Lemma 4.1 involves transforming iteratively the dependent

variable w in the equation

(4-2') vv'(r,z)= L,   °      2 oT(r'z)V(r)-z

by a method introduced by Harris and Lutz [25] and extended by Ben-Artzi and

Devinatz [11]. Ben-Artzi [9] obtained a similar result (when a < 1) by transforming

the independent variable r.

Proof of Lemma 4.1. Suppose w is a solution of (4.2). Then u defined by

w(r, z) = P(z)u0(r, z) is a solution of

u'0(r, z) = iz  1 lV(r))(
1 k-M-. ¿)"o('"'z).

Let VL — Vlx + VL2 be the decomposition of VL of Lemma 2.1. (VL as in (F3).) Let

f0(r, z) = /'(2z)-'r VL2(s) ds so that f0 G £(S„ S2) and f0 = (£0)_

(3.3a) and (3.3b)). Define v0 by the equation

-f0 (notation

(6.1)

so that

v'0(r,z)

!?S0 0
-fo

l-iz-2(F„(r)+Kí(r))(¿     ^)-¿F(r))

Observe that

0
,2f0(r,z) 0

u0(r,z).

2 ^(a^))'e«'-*>=i+ s ¿(foi'.*)) +
A = l       • A = „+l  " '

and that the finite sum belongs to E(8X,82) ( G A) and the infinite sum belongs to %

provided « is chosen large enough. Hence the transformation in (6.1) is of the form

I + S + T where S G A4 and T G 9C4. Similarly, expanding e~2Mr'z) and e2S<¿r-z)

into their Maclaurin series we see that the above equation for v'Q may be rewritten as

(6.2)

v'0(r,z) = ,z(l+£0(r,z))(
1       0
0     -1

0

üQ{r,z)

<¿o(r,z)

0
+ Yn Hr-z)

where   £0(r, z) = - 4z^KLI(r);   o>0(r, z) = - |/^TL(r)2Uo^(-2fo(^> ZW   (for

some / G N); and Y0 G LX4. (Vs has been incorporated in Y0.)

We shall transform v0 in (6.2) iteratively. After m — 1 transformations (m > 1)

the new variable, vm_, will be a solution of

(6.3)     v'm_x(r, z) =[AM_,(r, z) + ^m_,(r, z) + rm_,(r, z)]Um„,(r, z)
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where

Am_,(r,z) = ,z(l+£m_,(r,z))(¿     ^ )

and

0 »„.-¿('.*)|

<-\(r>z) 0 /

and Ym_x G %4. The functions£m_, and wm_, will satisfy:

(a)£m_i = £m-i = (Zm-i)- I "m-i =(wm-i)-;

(b) £m_, G £(¿¡„ 52); £„,_, - £m_2 G £(23"-2fi„ 82);

(c) com_,(r, z) = VL2(r)Xm^x(r, z) + ¡im_x(r, z) where ¡im_x G E(3m~l8x, 82) and

Xm_x G S(3m"' - 1); (&(3m-1 - 1) is the subspace of £((3m-' - l)8x, 82) defined

in Lemma 5.1). In particular, wm_, G £(3m_,ô,, 82) if a «£ 1 (so that VL2 = 0) and

com_, G£(3m-1a,-(a- 1), Ô2)if a > 1.

Suppose that, in addition to obtaining vm_x with the above properties, we also

show that, for m > 2

vn,-2(r> z) = (7 + 5m_,(r, z) + rm_,(r, z))um_1(r, z)

for some Sm_x G A4 and Tm_, G 9C4. Then the result will follow. To verify this

simply choose m so large that 3m~'S, — max(0, a — 1) > 2; this ensures that W/m„,

G 9C4. Defining Y= Wm^x + Ym_x and £ = £m_, gives the result because the

composition of transformations of the form "/ + S + T " is of the same form.

We shall now verify (6.3) by induction on m. When m = 1, (6.3) is just (6.2). It is

clear that £0 and w0 satisfy (a) and (b) (take £_, = 0 in (b)). Moreover, co0 satisfies

(c): just choose

X0(r,z) = -\tz->Í  jj(-2Ur,z))k
L        k = oK-

(in S(0) Ç £(0, 82)) and Mo(r, z) = VLl(r)X0(r, z) (in E(8X, 82)).

Suppose that the first m — 1 transformations have been constructed with the

required properties. We begin the construction of the with transformation by

establishing the existence of a matrix Q of the form

Q(r,z) - \
\q2X(r,z) 0        /

which is a solution of the differential equation

(6-4) ô' = Am_,Ô-ÔAm_, + Wm_x

(Q depends on m although this is not indicated in the notation). Then um will be

defined by vm_x = Rmum where Rm — (1 — qX2q2X)x/2(I + Q). Substituting into

(6.3) we shall see that (6.4) was specified to reduce the off diagonal terms of the

coefficient matrix as much as possible. A transformation analogous to (6.3) will take

um to v   which satisfies (6.3) with m — I there replaced by m.

Wm_x(r,z) =
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Consider, therefore (6.4). Componentwise this equation becomes

(6.5a) q'x2{r, z) = 2iz(l + £m_,(r, z))qX2(r, z) + icm_x(r, z),

(6.5b) q2X(r, z) = -2iz(l + £m_,(r, z))q2x(r, z) + «„..(r, z).

Now equation (6.5a) is of the same form as (5.1) so that, in view of properties (a),

(b), and (c) of £m_, and oim-X, Lemma 5.2 is applicable (see also Lemma 5.1 to verify

the required properties of wm_i). Specify qX2 to be the solution of (6.5a) guaranteed

by Lemma 5.2. Then

(6.6a) qX2 = qm + e

where qm G E(3m~l8x, 82) and e is small in the sense that rae(r, z) belongs to 9C.

Define q2X = qX2. Then q2x is a solution of (6.5b) and

(6.6b) q2i = qm + ê-

Of course, qm G £(3m_15,, 82) by Lemma 3.2 and rai(r, z) belongs to 9C. Moreover,

by Corollary 5.3 and (a) it is possible to suppose that qm = (gm)_ .

Define Rm = (1 - qx2q2xyl/2(I + Q) and um by vm_x = Rmum. Substituting

into (6.3) and using the identity (/ + Q)~x - I - (I + Q)~XQ gives

*„ = [{! + 0)"'{Am_, + Am_,ô + (wm_x + rm_,)(/ + Q) - Q'}

-Hi - Ox2q2X)~\q'X2q2X + ûn^iU]"™

= [Am_, - {(I - ?,2?2,)_,(?Í2?21 + Qlltil)1

+ (I + Q)~l{Am-xQ - ÔAM_, + Wm_x- Q'

+ Wm_xQ+Ym_x(I + Q))]um.

Now a[2a2i + qX2q'2X = <¿m-Xq2\ + fli2"m-i DY (6.5a) and (6.5b). From this and (6.4)

it follows that

(6-7) u'm = [Mm + Xm + Zjum

where

Mm = Am+ -(1 - qx2q2\)~\^m-il2\ -«m-i?i2)(0     _,)>

Y _  : ,-,(     o       K-Ain)2]
Xm - "I1  - fl12<72l) . ,2

\««-l(92l) 0 /

andZ„1 = (/+ôr'y„,_,(/+ô).

Examine now the coefficient matrices, Mm, Xm, and Zm. From (6.6a) and (6.6b)

we see that, for some p

(6-8) (t-i«Î2i)_l=   2 (WJ' + P

A = 0
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and that rap(r, z) belongs to 9C, provided « G N is chosen large enough. (Fix «.)

This property of p assures that both p and ra~xp belong to % so that p G % and

pcom_, G %. (Note if a > 1, then com_, may be unbounded but r~<a_1)com_1(r, z) is

bounded locally uniformly in z.) Similarly, em G 9C and emccm_ x G%. Hence

(6.9) Mm=Am_,  +   x    2   (?mîJ*(wm-l?«-«m-l?m)(J        _ ,       + Mm
L k=0 VU 1/

and

(6.10) ^ = -Í(wJ* °     ,2    ^-,(&)a|+A2

*=o \ <•>„,-iUm) 0        /

where X° G %4 and Y° G %4. It is also clear that Zm G %4. From the expansion

analogous to (6.8) for (1 - qX2q2X)~]/2 it follows that Rm = (1 - qX2q2X)~i/2(I + Q)

is of the form I + S+ T where S G A4 and T G %4.

We shall isolate and then remove an unwanted part of Mm. By (c) com_x =

VL2Xm_x + mm_,. Because, by (a) «m_, = (um_x)_ , it is possible to suppose that

*m-i = (Am-i)- and A«-i = (M«-i)- . for> if not, replace Xm_, and ¡im_x by

î(*m-i +(X„_1)_) and i(j»m_, + (rTm_,)_). According to Lemma 5.2, if a > 1,

then

(lm=Po+ Pi + />2

where   />0 G £0(3m~lôi» ô2)>   Pi  G £(3m_1S1  + a - 1, 82)   and   p2(r, z) =

/r°° ̂ z.2(Ä)Am-i(Ä' 2)¿&. Again it is possible to suppose that p0 = (/>0)_ and yJ, =

(/?,)_ because^ = (om)_ . Define

i      n

em=   9    2   ((/'0+/?2)(^0+/72))A:(Am-l(/?0+^2) ~ Am-l(/>0 +/>2 ))
Z A = 0

if a > 1 and flm = 0 otherwise; VL26m is the unwanted part of Mm. Clearly,

0   = ($ )   = -0 .m        V   m'— m

By Lemma 5.1, 6m G S(2 • 3m~' — 1) and, for an appropriate choice of

ij GE(2 ■ 3m-]8x + 82,82),

Çm defined by

/oo
VL2(s)em(s,z)-v(s,z) ds

belongs to S(2 ■ 3m   '). (If a =s 1, define fm = 0.) It is possible to suppose that

ij = ij_ = -ij, so that

f  = (< )   = -C ,

because if not replace rç by ¿(tj + t)_— tj — t;_ ). Complete the wth transformation

by defining vm by

V-       0
0      e_f™
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Now the argument following (6.1) can be repeated. We find that the above

transformation is of the correct form (i.e., "/ + S + T "). Moreover, substituting

into (6.7) gives

<{r,z) =
0

0     -1iz(\+Ur,z))(l

n «   ir    ?ll
vm(r,z)

0 um(r,z).

where

Ím = tm-l - iz~   \ 2    ?   (?«ím)*(wm-lím ~ «m-l?J ~  VL2^m + V \ >

-<-Aim)2[ 2 (?»,?«)*    2 7r(-2?m)7
V A = 0 /  \ ; = 0 ^ '-A = 0 /   \y = 0■

(for some / G N) and Ym G %4. We have used (6.9) and (6.10) and incorporated M°

and X° with Zm.

It remains only to check that £m and wm satisfy (a), (b), and (c) with m — 1 there

replaced by m. Property (a) is immediate. For (b) it suffices to check that £„, — £m_,

G £(2 • 3m-'Ô„ 82). Certainly ij G £(2 • 3"'-]8x, 82). Recall that

tom_, G£(3m"'á, -(a- l),82)    and    qm = p0 + p, + p2

where px G £(3m-'Ô, + a - 1, 52) and (p0 + p2) G E(3m~]8x, 82). Expanding

2 2Â=o(îm9„X«m-i?™ - «m_,aJ in powers of px and (p0 + p2) we see that every

term involving at least one/), is in E(2 ■ 3m~l8x, 82). The remaining term is

1    "
*iA+7 2 ((/Jo + ̂ X/^ + ̂ ^^-i^-^-iO

Z A = 0

because wm_, = I/z,2Am-i + flm-¡- The KL20m cancels in (6.11) and the sum belongs

to £(2 • 3m~i8x,82); this proves (b). The proof of (c) is similar. It suffices to say that

Xm should be defined as

K=-K-l(P0+P2)2[    i   ((P0+P2)(P0+P2))k)Í   2   U-2UJ).
\k = 0 I \j=0J- I

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.

There are several further consequences of the above proof that are worthwhile

recording.

Lemma 6.1. Assume the hypotheses and notation of Theorem 3.4, and let VLX and VL2

be as in Lemma 2.1. Then for some x G £(25,, 82)

£(r,z) = -(2z2rVL,(r) + x(r,z).
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Proof. By Theorem 3.4, VL satisfies Cond(£) for some £ G £. In the notation of

the previous proof, £ = £m for some m G N. Write £m = £0 + x where x = 2™=, £¿

— kk-v Then x G £(25,, 82) by (b) of the previous proof and since £0(r, z) —

-(2z2y]VLX(r) the result follows.

Corollary 6.2. Assume the hypothesis of Lemma 6.1. If in addition JxxVLX(s)ds

exists conditionally and for some e > 0,

/oo VLX(s)ds = 0(rB)    asr^oo,

then VL satisfies Cond(£) for some £ in £(25,, 52).

Proof. This result follows from the previous by way of Lemma 3.3.

Remark 6.3. It is possible to refine the estimate £ in Lemma 6.1 by estimating the

function £, in the proof of Lemma 4.1. To state the estimate we need some notation.

Recall that VL2 G B(8X, 82) and fr°°VL2(a)da also belong to ß(5,,52) and is

oscillatory so that

VLX(r) = g]0(r) +   2 gl(r)oos kßr* + fk\r)sin kßr",
k=l

,00 "

/   VL2(s) ds=   2 g2k(r)cos kßra + f2(r)ún kßra
k=l

for some « G N and some function g\ and fk in C(5,, 52). In terms of this notation

there is x G £(S, 52) where 5 > 25, so that the function £ of Lemma 6.1 is:

(l)if «< 1, then

£(r, z) = - (2z2)-'F£,(r){l + (2z)"2FL,(r)} + x(r, z);

(2) if a = 1, then

£(r,z) = -(2z2)-Vz.,|l + (2z)-2g¿(r)

+  2 (4z2-/c2/32)"'(gi(r)cos/c/3r+/t1(r)sinA:)3r)}
A=l J

+ x(r, z);

(3)ifa> l,then

è(r,z) = - (2z2)-V„(r){l + (2z)-2g¿(r)} + (ßar^)'VL2(r)

•  2 j(A2(r)cos^ra-g2(r)sin^ra)+x(r,z).

A: = l  K

From these estimates the behavior at oo of the generalized phase shift /f£(a, z)da

(from (4) of Cond(£)) can be determined. This will be important when we consider

existence of wave operators.

Remark 6.4. Having established Lemma 4.1, we have verified Theorem 3.4 but

only in case v — 0. The general case follows by a minor alteration to the proof of
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Lemma 4.1. There is, however, a subtlety: We require that both £ and the domain of

<p (in Cond(£)) do not depend on v. We indicate therefore the necessary changes to

the proof of Lemma 4.1.

In the general case v G R the inductive hypothesis (replacing (6.3)) becomes

(6.12) t>;_, =[Am_, + wm_x + u+ ym°_,K_,

where

U(r,z)^-iv(2z)-]r-2(}]     Jj

and Am_, and Wm_x are just as before and Y®_x G %4 may differ from Ym_x. It is

easy to check that the form of (6.12) is preserved by the double transformations of

Lemma 4.1 (which are exactly as before), and this verifies (6.12) for all m G N.

Applying (6.12) when m is so large that Wm_, G 9C4 gives

"L-¿r,z) = to(l+i°(r,*))(

+

1       0
0     -1

0

w(r, z)

u(r,z)

0
vm-Ar,z)

where £°(r, z) = £m_x(r, z) - (2z2)-lvr~2; w(r, z) = -i(2z)~lvr~2 and Y° =

wm-1 + Ym-1 E ^4- Tlus equation is exactly like (6.3) with w G £(2,1). A transfor-

mation analogous to Rm is applicable and leads to a new variable, v say, satisfying

an equation analogous to (6.7). This time the function qm which we denote q°

belongs to £(2, 52). Hence, the analogue of Xm belongs to 9C4 (see (6.10)) as does the

analogue of Mm — Am_x. Hence,

v'(r,z) = /z(l+£°(r,z))(J     ^) + Y(r,z) v(r,z)

for some Y G 9C4. Thus, Lemma 4.1 remains true when V(r) is replaced by

vr~2 + V(r) and the proof of Theorem 3.4 applies to show vr~2 + V(r) satisfies

Cond(£°). By Lemma 3.3 it follows that vr~2 + V(r) satisfies Cond(£) (because

£ = «„-.)•

It remains to consider how the domain D(<p) of the function <j> of Cond(£)

depends on v. If a =£ 1, then D(<p) = R+XC0+ which does not depend on v. If

a = 1, then D(<p) = R+ XC+ where/ G N is so large that £, Y, S, and T of Lemma

4.1 are defined on R+ XC (see the proof of Theorem 3.4). By the first part of this

proof the only change in the domains of £, Y, S, and T resulting from replacing V(r)

by vr2 + V(r) is caused by the last transformation. Hencey need only be chosen so

large that q° is also defined on R+ XC. It is not difficult to check that the domain

of q° does not depend on v. Thus Theorem 3.4 is completely established in the

general case v G R.

One consequence of the above remark is that if V — 0 (H = HQ) then £ in

Theorem 3.4 may be chosen to be 0. This follows because £ does not depend on v

and when v = 0, Cond(£) is trivially satisfied with <p(r, z) = exp(zzr) and £ = 0.
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Thus we have

Corollary 6.5. For all i^GR, the function r -» vr~2 satisfies Cond(O).

7. Limiting absorption principle. Recall the operators H(l) (l G N) defined in §2

and the associated differential expressions t, of (2.1). We shall establish a limiting

absorption principle for H(l) and thereby derive the properties of its spectrum. We

begin with a remark about the solutions of (t, — z2)<p = 0 when z2 is real.

Remark 7.1. (a) Suppose that V satisfies (VI), (VI), and (V3). Then, by Theorem

3.4, v(l)r~2 + V(r) satisfies Cond(£) (£ G £) for every / G N. Let <p,: R+ XC/ -» C

be the corresponding function of Cond(£) and observe that/ G N does not depend

on / (Theorem 3.4) and/ = 0 if a ¥= LLetX G G. n R+ . Then £( •, X) is real-valued,

because £ = £ so that, by (4) of Cond(£), <p,(-,X) and <#>,(•, X) are linearly indepen-

dent solutions of (r¡ — X2)<j> = 0, and no non trivial linear combination of them

belongs to L2(R+ ).

(b) Let \p be the function of Lemma 3.1. If A G Cy n R+ , then i|>(-, X) is another

solution of (t¡ — X2)<¡> = 0 and hence is a linear combination of 4>,(-, X) and </>,( •, X)

but i//(-, X) is not a multiple of <f>,(-, X) (or of <¡>,(-, X)) because \p(-, X) = \p(-, X).

(c) For every X > 0, there is a real solution of (t, + X2)</> = 0 which has only

finitely many zeros on (l,oo): it is Re^,(., iX). This follows by (4) of Cond(£)

because £(•, iX) is real-valued (since £ = £ = £_)• This and part (g) of Lemma 3.1

imply that all real solutions of (t, + X2)<j> = 0 have only finitely many zeros on R+ .

(See also [20, Lemma 35, p. 1462].)

Recall the notation H', H="-à + V", D(Tx(r,)) and B, introduced in §2. We

shall now show that H is uniquely determined by H'.

Lemma 7.2. // V satisfies (VI), (V2), (VT) and (V3), then H' (= -A + V on

C^°(Rd)) is essentially selfadjoint. Moreover, for each l G ,N, the operator H(l) defined

in §2 has domain D(H(l)) = {/ G D(Tx(t¡)): B,f= 0}.

Proof. Establish the last conclusion first. Suppose, therefore, that H is any

selfadjoint extension of H' and let H(l) be the corresponding operators defined in §2

so that D(H(l)) G {f G D(Tx(-r,)): B,f= 0}. By Remark 7.1(a), not all solutions of

(t¡ — X2)<p = 0 belong to £2((1, oo)). It follows that t¡ has no boundary values at oo.

(See [20, Theorem 11, p. 1401]; take / = [1, oo) there.) On the other hand, the space

of all solutions of (t, — z2)\p = 0, which belong to L2((0,1)) and satisfy B,\p — 0 is

one dimensional by Lemma 3.1. Therefore D(H(l)) cannot be a proper subspace of

{/ G Z)(r,(T,)): B,f = 0} (see [20, Theorem 32, p. 1309]).

Therefore, D(H(l)) and hence H(l) is uniquely determined no matter which

selfadjoint extension H of H' was chosen. Hence, H' can have only one selfadjoint

extension which implies that H' is essentially selfadjoint. This completes the proof.

We leave aside consideration of H = " -A + V" until §9 and proceed with the

analysis of H(l). We shall make use of the following general assumptions and

notation.

Hypothesis 7.3. Suppose V: R+ - R satisfies (VI), (V2), (V2'\ and(V3). Fix l G N

and let H(l) be the selfadjoint operator defined in §2 and let P be its spectral measure.
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Choose £ G £ so that the function r -» v(l)r  2 + V(r) satisfies Cond(£) (Theorem

3.4) and let <p: R+ XC/ -» C be the function appearing in Cond(£). Let ip be the

function from Lemma 3.1. Set R+ = {X > 0: fX G C,} = R+ -{¿(^/5)2: 0 =£ k </}.

Observe that, by Remark 7.1(a), if X G R/ , then X is not an eigenvalue of H(l).

The next result is a limiting absorption principle for H(l).

Theorem 7.4. Assume Hypothesis 7.3. If the interval (X,, X2) has closure in R^ and

iff G L2(R+ ) has compact support, then

(7.1)    (P((X„X2))/|/) = -Lm   / 7   /   K(r,s;X)f(s)f(r)dsdrdX\,
77       (J\. Jo   Jo I

where

K(r,s;X)
a(X)>p(r,Jx)<t>(s,Jx)     ifr<s,

a(X)<p(r,Jx)t(s,Jx)     ifr>s,

for some a:  R^-'CxIO}  which is continuously differentiate. In fact, a(X) —

W(<p(-,fX)\p(-,f\))~l where Wis the Wronskian.

Here (-| •) denotes the inner product on L2(R+). Observe that the Wronskian,

W(\p(-, z), ¡p(-, z)) — (¡>(r, z)\p'(r, z) — <p'(r, z)\p(r, z) does not depend on r be-

cause <j>(-, z) and \p(-, z) are solutions oí (t, — z2)<j> = 0. The argument below is due

to Ben-Artzi [10].

Proof of Theorem 7.4. Two general results will be called upon. The first is

Stieltjes' inversion formula [20, Theorem 11, p. 1203]. Because X, and X2 (in R+ ) are

not eigenvalues of //(/) (by Remark 1.7(a)) this formula may be written as

(P(X,,X2)/|/)=^   lim   /X2Im((//(/)-(X + ie)/r7|/)a-X.

The second result is that the resolvent operator is an integral operator

(H-zI)   '/('•)=  /   K(r,s,z)f(s)ds

with kernel

a(z)ip{r,{z )<¡>(s,{z )     ifr<s,

a(z)<p(r,][z)xp(s,Jz)     ïîr>s,
K(r,s,z) =

where a(z) = W(<¡>(-,^ ), xP(s, Jz))~x and Im z > 0. (See [20, Theorem 16, p. 1329].)

Substituting into the equation for (P(XX, X2)f\f) will give equation (6.1) pro-

vided we can justify taking the limit over £ inside the triple integral. Since </>, <p\ \p

and \p' are all continuous the only possible difficulty is that W(<p(-,fX ), \p(-, v/X))

may be 0 for some X G (X,, X2). But \p(-, fX) is not a multiple of <p(-,fX) by

Remark 7.1(b), so that this cannot happen. This justifies the expression (7.1) and the

statement about a is obvious: the proof is complete.
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Many properties of the spectrum of H(l) can be inferred from Theorem 7.4.

Recall, therefore, the relevant definitions. Let if be a selfadjoint operator on a

Hilbert space, %. The essential spectrum ae(H) is the spectrum of H with all the

isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity removed. If P is the spectral measure of H

and 2 is the Borel subsets of R, then for each/ G %,

(7.2) nf(A) = (P(A)f\f)    forall/lGS

defines a measure on 2. The subspace of absolute continuity 3Cac of H is the set of all

/ G % such that ¡xf is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure m on

2 (in symbols nf<m); %ac is a closed subspace of % which reduces H. The

restriction, Hac of H to 3Cac is the absolutely continuous part of H and the spectrum

oac(H) is the absolutely continuous spectrum of H. Consequently, aac(H) G oe(H).

If the orthogonal complement of the space spanned by the eigenvalues of H is %ac,

then H has void singularly continuous spectrum. For a complete treatment of these

concepts, see Chapter X, §1.2 of Kato's book [31].

If two measures ju, and ¡i2 on 2 are absolutely continuous with respect to each

other, i.e., ju., « p.2 and jn2 « ¡ix, then we shall write ¡u, ~ /x2. Apparently, " ~ " is an

equivalence relation. We shall now derive two corollaries to Theorem 7.4.

Corollary 7.5. Assume Hypothesis 7.3 and denote by £2(R+ )ac the subspace of

absolute continuity of H(l). If(Xx, X2) C Rt andX2 > X,, then P(XX, X2)L2(R+ ) is a

nonzero subspace ofL2(R+ )ac. Moreover, there isf0 G L2(R+ )ac so that [if ~ m where

m is Lebesgue measure on R+ and 0 on (-oo, 0].

Proof. If /GL2(R+) has compact support and g = P((Xx,X2))f, then g G

L2(R+)ac by (7.1). Hence, P((XX, X2))L2(R+) G L2(R+)ac. Moreover, by (7.1) the

Radon-Nikodym derivative, pg of fig with respect to m is

!   /.oo   /.oo - 1

P*(X)=-X(A„x2)(Mlm{/o   I  K(r,s;X)f(s)f(r)dsdrj

(X(\ x ) denotes the indicator function for (X,, X2)). We shall now show that for

arbitrary X0 there is /(of compact support) so that pg(X0) # 0. Since K is continuous

it suffices to show that there is a nondegenerate compact interval I so that

Im K(r, s; X0) ¥= 0 for all (r, s) in I X I: for simply choose f = Xr To show this

recall that \p(-, \JX^) is real-valued and has only discrete zeros (as a solution of

(t, — X0)\p = 0). Also, Im(a(X0)<i>(., /X^)) has discrete zeros by (4) of Cond(£). It is

clear, therefore, how to choose I; hence p(X0) ¥= 0. Since p is continuous g ^ 0 and,

therefore, P(XX, X2)L2(R+ ) -h {0}.

More can be concluded. Because X,, X2, and X0 were arbitrary it is possible to

cover R^ by a sequence {A„}„6N of disjoint intervals such that for each « there is

gn G L2(R+ )ac so that the Radon-Nikodym derivative p„ of /xgn is continuous and

nonzero on A„. Define /0 = 2neN2""P(AJg„. Then /0 G L2(R+)ac and ix/o ~ m.

The proof is complete.

The properties of the spectrum of H(l) may now be summarized.
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Corollary 7.6. Assume Hypothesis 7.3. Then H(l) has no positive eigenvalues if

a ¥= 1, but if a = 1, then {\(kß)2: 1 < k <j) (y G N does not depend on I) are the

only possible positive eigenvalues of H(l). Moreover, the spectrum of H(l) is bounded

below; H(l) has void singularly continuous spectrum; and the absolutely continuous and

essential spectra ofH(l) coincide: they are

(7.3) o„(H(l)) = oe(H(t))=[0,<x>).

Proof. The statement about the positive eigenvalues of H(l) is an immediate

consequence of Remark 7.1(a). By Remark 7.1(c), all solutions of (t¡ + X2)<¡> — 0

(X > 0) have only finitely many zeros in R+ . This implies that the spectrum of H(l)

is bounded below and that ae(H(l)) G [0, oo); see [20, Lemma 7.39, p. 1464]. On the

other hand, by Corollary 7.5, if [X,, X2] Ç Rt , then P((XX, X2))L2(R+ ) is a nonzero

subspace of L2(R+ )ac. Hence, aac(//(/)) contains the closure of R^+ : i.e., aac(H(l)) D

[0, oo). But oac(//(/)) G ae(H(ly) so that (7.3) follows. Finally, the orthogonal

complement of £2(R+ )ac is contained in P(R \ Rj )L2(R+ ) which is a subspace

spanned by the eigenvalues of H(l) because R\R+ contains at most countably

many points in the spectrum of H(l) (because ae(H(l)) = [0, oo)). Hence, H(l) has

void singularly continuous spectrum. The proof is complete.

8. The spectral representation. We shall now derive a spectral representation (or

"eigenfunction expansion") for //(/)ac. In essence Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are

corollaries of this result. We shall call upon the general theory of representations for

selfadjoint second order ordinary differential operators.

Suppose, therefore, that H is a selfadjoint restriction of Tx(r) (in the notation of

§2) where t is a second order differential expression defined on R+ . Let/, G £2(R+ )

and A2 G 2 (2 is the Borel subsets of R). Define the measures on 2, ¿i, = nf

(notation (7.2)) and n2(A) = fix(A n A2), A G 2. Form the Hubert space % —

L2(R, 2, ix,) ® L2(R, 2, fi2) and let Pn(n = 1 or 2) be the orthogonal projection of

% onto L2(R, 2, ju„). A unitary operator U from £2(R+ ) onto % is said to be an

ordered representation relative to H if, for « = 1 and 2,

(8.1) PnUHf(X) = X/>„t//(X)    forall/GL2(R+).

The fundamental result we shall require is as follows. There exists (for some

/, G L2(R+) and A2 G 2) an ordered representation U relative to H. Also, /, G

L2(R+) is maximal in the sense that \i, «it, for /GL2(R+) (recall ii, = ¡i, ).

Moreover, there exist functions Wx and W2 in L2oc(R+ XR, 2 ® 2, m ® /x,) (m is

Lebesgue measure on R+ ) so that (« = 1 or 2)

(8.2a) P„UF(\) =   lim   /      W„(r,X) f(r) dr,
»lEN  J\/m

/m Wn(r,X)P„g(X)d^(X)
-   «=1,2     -">

for all/ G L2(R+ ) and g G DC, the limits existing in % and L2(R+ ), respectively. In

addition, Wx and W2 satisfy:

(1)(t-X)W„(-,X) = 0 for all X G R and « G {1,2};

(2) Wx(-, X) and W2(-, X) are linearly independent for ii2 almost all X in R;
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(3) Wx(-, X) =£ 0 for ix, almost all X in R;

(4) W2(-, X) = 0 for all X G R\A2.

For a proof of this result, see [20, Theorem 5.1, p. 1333 and Lemma 6, p. 1209].

Assume now Hypothesis 7.3 and consider the case when t = r, and H = H(l). We

shall show that, in this setting, Wx and W2 further satisfy: for it, almost all X in R

(5)lf„(-,À)£L2((0,l]);

(6) B,W„(-, X) = 0(B, defined by (2.3))

for « = 1 or 2. Let t/ be the restriction of t¡ to (0,1] and let H' be any selfadjoint

operator on L2((0,1]) which is a restriction of Tx(t¡). If we can show that the

essential spectrum oe(H') of H' is void then it will follow that (5) and (6) hold by [20,

Theorem 13, p. 1402]. To prove ae(H') is void, recall from Lemma 3.1 that, for all

X > 0, there is a real solution, \p(-, X) of (rt — X2)\p = 0 with only finitely many

zeros in (0,1]. Therefore, ae(H') is void by [20, Lemma 39, p. 1464], and hence (5)

and (6) hold.

These properties of Wx and W2 have several consequences. The first, stated in the

next lemma, says that H(l) has "spectral multiplicity" one.

Lemma 8.1. Assume Hypothesis 7.3 and the above notation. Then /x2 = 0.

Proof. By the uniqueness of \p in Lemma 3.1, Wx(-, X) and W2(-, X) are multiples

of \p(-,fX) for /x, almost all X. (See (1), (5), and (6) above.) On the other hand,

Wx(-, X) and W2(-, X) are linearly independent for /x2 almost all X, by (2). This

apparent contradiction can only be resolved if ii2 = 0. The proof is complete.

Observe the following immediate consequences of Lemma 8.1: % = L2(R, 2, ¡xx);

W2 = 0; P2 = 0; and Px is the identity on %. We may now establish the existence of

an eigenfunction expansion for i/(/)ac.

Theorem 8.2. Assume Hypothesis 7.3 and let L2(R+ )ac be the subspace of absolute

continuity of H(l) and let H(l)ac be the absolutely continuous part of H(l). Then there

exists a unitary operator T of L2(R+ )ac onto L2(R+ ) such that

(8.3) TH(iyj(X) = XTf(X)   for all fin the domain ofH(l)ac.

Moreover, there exists Win L2oc(R+ XR+) which belongs to L2((0,1) X A) for every

compact interval A in Rf such that

(8.4a) Tf(X)=   lim   [ W(r,X) f(r) dr   for allfG L2(R+ )ac,
«eN J(\/m,m)

(8.4b)     T-[g(r)=   lim   f W(r,X)g(X) dX   for all g G L2(R+),

the limits existing in L2(R+ ) and L2(R+ )ac, respectively. In addition, for almost all

X>0

W(r, X) = c(X)Im(a(X)<j>(r,^X))   forallr>0

where a: RJ1" -» C\{0} is continuously differentiable and both c and l/c belong to

»
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Remark. The significance of the equation for W is that <p can be approximated

using (4) of Cond(£) and £ can be approximated from Lemma 6.1 or Remark 6.3.

The behavior of W(r, X) as r -» oo is, therefore, known.

Proof. We shall begin by constructing T. Recall the ordered representation, U, its

kernel Wx and /, G £2(R+ ) introduced in the preceding discussion. (Of course,

W2 = 0 by Lemma 8.1.) Recall that/, is maximal in L2(R+ ) in the sense that ¡xf < /x,

for all/ G £2(R+ ) (/x, = /x^). From Corollaries 7.5 and 7.6 we see that P(Rf ) is the

projection of £2(R+ ) onto L2(R+ )ac. This and the maximality of /, imply that

P(R^ )/, = g, say, is maximal in £2(R+ )ac. In particular, nfo « xig where /0 is the

element of £2(R+ )ac constructed in Corollary 7.5. It follows that m « /xg where m is

Lebesgue measure on R+ and zero on (-oo, 0]. Hence, m ~ /xg because g G L2(R+ )ac.

From (8.1) we see that

t/P(Rt )/(X) = Xr;(a)1//(X)    for all/G L2(R+)

so that UL2(R+ )ac consists of all / G L2(R, 2, /x,) which vanish off Rf . Since the

Radon-Nikodym derivative of ¡xg with respect to ¡if is Xr+ (because g = P(Rf )/,),

the space UL2(R+ )ac can be identified with L2(R, 2, ¡ug). Therefore if U' is the

restriction of U to L2(R+ )ac, then U' is a unitary operator from £2(R+ )ac onto

£2(R, 2, ftg).

Let p denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of jtx with respect to m. Because

Hg ~ m it follows that S: L2(R, 2, /xg) -» £2(R+ ) defined by Sf(X) = (p(X))'/2/(X)

is a unitary operator. Defining T = SU', we have £ is a unitary operator from

L2(R+)ac onto L2(R+). Because U is an integral operator with kernel Wx, £ is an

integral operator with kernel

W(r,X) = (p(X))l/2XRÎ(X)Wx(r,X).

From this definition it is an easy matter to check that equations (8.3), (8.4a), and

(8.4b) for T follow from the corresponding equations (8.1), (8.2a), and (8.2b) for U.

It remains to consider the properties of W. Recalling the uniqueness of \p of

Lemma 3.1, and the properties of Wx listed prior to this theorem, it follows that for

almost all X > 0 there is c,(X) G C so that

(8.5) W(r,X) = cx(X)xp(r,JX~)    for all r > 0.

It is clear that c,: R+ -» C is measurable. We shall show that c, and 1/c, belong to

L^.(R;+ ). Then expressing \p in terms of <j> will complete the proof.

Let/ G L2(R+ ) be of compact support and let (X,, X2) G Rf . Then, by (8.1) and

(8.2a)

(P(XX, X2)f\f) = (UP(XX, X2)fUP(Xx, X2)f) = {SXlXlM)Uf\ SX(xtMFf)

r\2 /-oo   ,

•'x     J(\    •'n
W(s,X)f(s)W(r, X)f(r)drdsdX.

o   •'o

Comparing this expression with (7.1) it follows that: for almost all X > 0,

I W(r,X)\2 = - Im K(r,r;X)    forallr>0.
77
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Here we have made use of the continuity of the functions r h-» W(r, X) and K. Hence

by (8.5) and the definition of K (Theorem 7.4), for almost all X > 0

w\cl(\)\2(t(r,fi)f = *(r,fi)lm{a(\)<t>{r,fi)}

for all r > 0. (Recall that \p(-,fX) is real-valued.) Now \p(-,fX) as a solution of

(t¡ — X)\p = 0 has only discrete zeros, so that for almost all X > 0

77|c,(X)|V(r,/x) = Im(a(X)(/)(r,v,X))    forallr>0.

Thus, we see that | c,(X) | agrees almost everywhere with a continuous function

defined on R+ and, in view of property (4) of <j> in Cond(£) this function is nonzero.

Hence, c, and 1/c, belong to LfJRt ). Therefore, by (8.5), W G L2((0, r0) X A)

for any r0 > 0 and any compact interval A in R^ and

W(r, X) = c(X)Im(a(X)<>(r,v,X))

where c(X) = w-1 | c,(X) |"2c,(X). Since c and 1/c clearly belong to L^R^ ) the

proof is complete.

9. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Before establishing Theorem 1.1 consider briefly the

special case of this theorem when K(r)-»0asr— oo.

Remark 9.1. If V satisfies (VI) and (VT) and in addition, V(r) -> 0 as r - oo,

then H - H0 is H0 compact (H ="-A + V"; H0 ="-A") by [46, Theorem 3.1, p.

84]. Hence, the essential spectra of H and H0 coincide; i.e., ae(H) = ae(H0) = [0, oo)

(by [46, Theorem 4.6, p. 16]). Thus, Theorem 1.1 can be extended slightly in the

event V(r) -» 0 as r -» oo.

Establish now Theorem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let //(/) and H0(l) (l G N) be the operators defined in

§2 which correspond to H and H0. Clearly, Theorem 8.2 applies to H0(l) as well as

H(l) so that the absolutely continuous parts, H0(l)ac and H(l)ac are unitarily

equivalent to the same operator (see (8.3)) and hence to each other. Therefore, Hac is

unitarily equivalent to //0ac (see §2) and because //0ac = H0 [31, Examples 1.9 and

1.10, p. 520] this proves the required unitary equivalence.

A point X G R is an eigenvalue of H if and only if X is an eigenvalue of H(l) for

some / G N. Therefore, Corollary 7.6 implies that H has no positive eigenvalues if

a ¥= 1 but if o = 1 only finitely many of the points \(kß)2, k G N, could be positive

eigenvalues of H. (Here we have used the fact y G N in Corollary 7.6 does not

depend on /.) It is also clear that H has void singularly continuous spectrum, because

the //(/) do (Corollary 7.6). Finally the spectrum of H is bounded below because the

spectrum of each H(l) is and because (H(lx)f\f)^(H(l2)f\f) if v(lx)>v(l2)

(> - 1) (in the notation of (2.1)). The proof is complete.

10. The wave operators. We introduce now the modified wave operators and

briefly consider their properties. The Möller wave operators will be realized as a

special case of the modified wave operators.
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Let H ="-A + V" and denote by £2(R'')ac and by Hac the subspace of absolute

continuity and the absolutely continuous part of H. Let H0 ="-A". Recall the

definition of the operator F(H) where £ is a Borel measurable function, £: R -» C

[20, Chapter XII, §2]. For each t G R, form the operator eitH (i.e., take £(X) = e"k).

Then (e""}(eR forms a group of unitary operators and, similarly, so does {e"Ha}teR.

Let y = {y,}teR be a set of Borel measurable functions y,: R ^ R and form, for each

t G R, the unitary operators, cxp(-iy,(H0)). The modified wave operators, for

(H, H0,y) are said to exist if the limits

s-lïmei,He-',H°e-i^H°) = Q+ (H, H0; y),
/—00

s-lim e«"e-«"oe->y,(n<,) = q- (Hf Ho.t y)
r— — oo

exist. The notation "s-lim" indicates that the limits are to be taken in the strong

operator topology. Provided these limits exist the operators Q^(H, H0; y) and

fi~ (H, H0; y) so defined are said to be the modified wave operators. They will be

referred to frequently as simply fi^ and ß~ or Í2* (where " ±" can read as either

"+" or "—"). As the strong limit of partial isometries ß^ is itself a partial

isometry, it maps L2(Rd) isometrically onto its range. The operator ß^ is said to be

complete if its range is L2(Rd)ac.

The Möller wave operators are a special case of the modified wave operators. If

y = {vJreR where for each t G R, y, is identically 0, i.e., y, — 0 so that e~'y,(-Ha) is the

identity operator, then the operators Q^(H, H0; y) and Q~(H, H0; y), provided

they exist, are known as the Malier wave operators and are denoted fi+ (H, H0) and

Q~ (H, H0) or simply ß+ and ST (or fl* ).

The properties of ß* are well known [31, Chapter X, §3]. Many of these

properties carry over to Í2 * without substantial change. For example, if for all s G R

um Y/+j(À) ~~ Y,(M — 0    f°r almost all X in R,
t— ±00

then fi* "intertwines" H and H0. It is also possible, under suitable conditions on y,

to attach a physical significance to Í2* as was done by Dollard in the Coulomb case

[18, pp. 31-33]. Because these results will not be required here we shall pursue them

no further.

What will be useful is a criterion for when the existence of the modified wave

operators implies that of the Möller wave operators. Lemma 10.1 below supplies this

criterion.

We shall need the definition of local convergence in measure on a Borel subset A

of R. Let M be the set of all complex valued Borel measurable functions defined on

A and for each /0 G M, e > 0 and K compact in A define Ue K to be the set of all

f G M such that

m({xGK:\f(x)-f0(x)\>e})<e,

where m denotes Lebesgue measure. Then there is a unique topology on M such that

all the sets i/eAr(/0) form a basis for this topology. When we speak of local

convergence in measure on A, we refer to convergence in this topology.
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Lemma 10.1. Let H be any selfadjoint operator in L2(Rd) and H0 ="-A". Suppose

that (y'}(eR and {y2},eR are two sets of real-valued Borel measurable functions and

Q,^(H, H0; y1) and Q,^(H, H0; y2) exist. Then the range ofü^(H, H0; y1) contains

that ofü^(H,H0;y2) if and only if {exp(iy¡ — y2)},eR converges locally in measure

on [ 0, oo) as t -* ± oo to 8± say. In this event

Qm{H,H0;y2) = Slm{H,H0,y>)6±(H0).

For a proof of this result see Hörmander [26, Theorem 3.1].

Returning to the setting of the present result, we suppose that V satisfies (VI),

(V2), (V2') and (K3) and ask how y should be defined in Theorem 1.2. To answer

this, let £ G £ be the function, with domain R+ XCy, associated with F by Theorem

3.4. (That is V satisfies Cond(£); note £ does not depend on v in Theorem 3.4.)

Define

(10.1) Ç(r,X)=xft(o,X)do    for (r, X) G R+ X (G n R+ )

so that I is the phase shift of the generalized eigenfunction <j>; see (4) of Cond(£).

Then y = (y,}(6R should be chosen so that it compensates for the phase shift or,

more precisely

(102) Yi(A)=(-sgatf(2M/X,l/x)     ifXGR/and^O,

[ 0 otherwise,

where

sgn/
1       if/>0,
-1     if r < 0.

(Recall that R+ = R+ \{Hkß)2- 1 < k </} = {X > 0: X2 G G}.) This definition of

y may seem objectionable, because £ is not uniquely determined by V (Lemma 3.3)

but, in view of Lemma 10.1, this is not really surprising. In fact, by Lemma 10.1, if

£, G £ is another function associated with V by Theorem 3.4 then Q± (H, H0; y)

exists and is complete if and only if ß* (H, H0; y,) exists and is complete (where y1

is the obvious analogue of y). The choice of £ is therefore at our disposal. For the

proof of Theorem 1.2, the following specification of £ will be useful.

Lemma 10.2. Suppose V satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2. Then there is 8 > {

and £ G £(5,5), with domain R+ XCy say so that, for all »> G R, the functions

r -» vr~2 + V(r) satisfy Cond(£) and f defined by (10.1) satisfies: for every compact

interval A Ç C- n R+ , i E N and m > 1 there is a constant C > 0 so that for all

(r,X) G (l,oo) X A

(10.3a)

(10.3b)

dk

dXk'K       '

dk

dxk'   v     ;

< Crx

Cr~mS.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.4, the functions vr'2 + V(r) satisfies Cond(£) for some

£ G £. If V satisfies (a) of Theorem 1.1 then £ G £(5,, 52) (by Theorem 3.4) where

5, > { and 82> { whereas if V satisfies (b) then £ G £(25„ 52) (Corollary 6.2)

where 5, > \ and 52 > {. In either case £ G £(5, 5) for some 5 > { (Lemma

3.2(iii)).

Verify next (10.3a) and (10.3b). Because £ belongs to £(5, 5), £ is a finite sum of

functions h(z)g(r)cos kßra where « G D, g G C(8,8) and k G Z and of similar

functions where sine replaces cosine. Suppose a < 8. Then (10.3a) and (10.3b) follow

from (1.2). If a > 5 and k = 0, then again (10.3a) and (10.3b) follow from (1.2). If

a > 8 and k ¥= 0 then the function

(r, z) ^ h(z)jXg(o)coskßoado

exists and belongs to A. By Lemma 3.3, £ can be chosen so that no such terms

appear. This verifies (10.3a) and (10.3b) and completes the proof.

11. Proof of Theorem 1.2. The idea of the proof of Theorem 1.2 is to transform the

subspaces of absolute continuity of //(/) and H0(l) to £2(R+ ) via T and T0 (in the

notation of §8). These transformations take the operators e~"H{l) and e~"//o(0 to

multiplication by e~"x (see (8.1)). The existence of the wave operators is, thereby,

reduced to showing certain functions converge in £2(R+ ); the completeness is

reduced to a triviality. This method of proof is due to Green and Lanford [24] and

had been applied by several authors, [11, 12, 19, 52] to the consideration of wave

operators. Here it provides an alternative to Hörmander's [26] approach (using

Cook's theorem) to the modified wave operators which allows more oscillatory

potentials and gives completeness as well.

We shall now prove Theorem 1.2 or more precisely we shall prove the existence

and completeness of ß*(#, H0; y) where y is defined by (10.2).

Proof of Theorem 1.2. In view of the decomposition of H (see §2) it is enough to

prove the existence and completeness of ß*(//(/), H0(l); y) for arbitrary / G N.

Here we use the fact f and hence y do not depend on /.

We adopt the notation established in §8. Take / G N arbitrary but fixed. Define £

to be the set of all « G £2(R+ ) of the form

(11.1) A(X) = 2/(c0(X)a0(X)r7(A)

where/ G C(J°(R+ ) is real-valued and has support in some compact interval A.

Because c0, a0, l/c0, and l/a0 all belong to Lf^Rf /Rf ), F is a fundamental

subset of £2(R+ ). (A subset of a closed linear space X is said to be a fundamental

subspace of X if X is the smallest closed linear space containing it.) Similarly, if we

define £+ to be the set of all « + of the form

(11.2) «+(X) = 2/(c(X)a(X)r'/(X)

(/as before), then £+ is fundamental in £2(R+ ).

To prove the existence of ß + (= ß+(//(/), H0(l); y)) it is enough to prove

e¡,H(i)e-¡>n0(i)e-iy,(H0(i))g converges as / ^ oo in L2(R+) for all g in a fundamental

subset of £2(R+ ) because all operators are unitary. The appropriate choice of
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fundamental subset here is T0 '(£). In fact, we shall show that, if « is defined by

(11.1) for some appropriate/, and h+ is defined by (11.2) for the same/, then

(11.3) e--'Hae-n,(H0u))Toih _ e-»mnT-ih+

converges to 0 in L2(R+) as / -» oo. Since exp(HH(l)) is unitary this will prove the

existence of ß + and also that ß + T¿~{h = T~xh+ . Because T~\F+ ) is fundamental

in £2(R+ )ac this will also show that ß + is complete. (This completeness argument is

due to Ben-Artzi and Devinatz [11].)

Let us rewrite the expression (11.3), using (8.4b). Recalling (8.1),

e-i*-*.l*)W0(r, X)h(X) - e'"xW(r, X)h+ (X)dX.
o

We shall show that the function (11.4) of r converges to 0 in L2(R+ ) as t -» oo and

thus prove the existence and completeness of ß+ . In fact, this will also prove the

existence and completeness of ßm . To see this take the complex conjugate in (11.4)

and replace / by -t. Note that y_, = -yt. This gives

/.00 - -

/   e-"x-,y^ WQ(r, X)h(X) -e-¡,xW(r,X)h+(X)dX

/•OO

= /   e-"x-iy-lX)W0(r, X)h(X) - e-"xW(r,X)h^(X)d(X)

— e-'tH00)-hAHaO))f-lfl — e-"H(l)j-ln_

where

Ä(X) = -2/(c0(X)a0(X))   '/(X),

«_(X) = -2/(c(X)oTX))"7(A).

(Here we have used the expression for W obtained in Theorem 8.2 to conclude

W(r, X)h+ (X) = W(r, X)h (X).) Therefore, if the expression (11.4) converges to 0

as t -» oo, then

e-¡iH0(l)-iy,(H0U))j-lf¡ _ e-itH(l)j-ln_

converges to 0 as / -> -oo. Since all the « and h_ form fundamental subsets of

£2(R+ ), it will follow that ß~ exists and is complete.

It remains, therefore, only to show that the expression in ( 11.4) converges to 0 in

L2(R+) as t -» oo. We restrict attention to t > 0 in (11.4) so that y,(X) = -f(2f/X", fX).

The proof of convergence involves breaking (11.4) into various components and

examining each component. The first breakdown is as follows: for arbitrary r0 > 0

define

/,(í^)=X(o,rol(OÍV"X(e'i<2'A'Á)^(''^)MA)-^(r,X)«+(X)}a'X,
■'o

hit, r) = X{raUr)Çe-"x{e^2^x^W0(r, X)h(X) - W{r, X)«+ (X)} dX

(X denotes indicator function). Then /, -f I2 is the function in (11.4). Now W and

W0 belong to L2((0, /•„) X A) (A Ç R| is the support of « and «+ ). Therefore, to

prove || Ji(i, -)H converges to 0 as / -» oo (II • II denotes the £2(R+ ) norm) it suffices
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to prove that, for arbitrary \px and \p2 in C0°°(R+ X R+ ) with support in (0, r0) X A,

re-'*{e-Wiï.iï)tx(r, X) - ^2(r, X)) dX
Jo

converges to 0 in L2(R+ ) as t -» oo. This is easily verified by integrating by parts;

the factor e~"x being integrated. See also (10.3a) and (10.3b).

It remains to consider I2. Because r0 > 0 was arbitrary in the above argument, it

suffices to prove III2(t, -)\\ can be made arbitrarily small by choosing r0 and t large.

Expand I2 as follows. First change variables: set x = fX. Then substitute the

expression for W from Theorem 8.2 and the corresponding expression for W0.

(Recall £0 = 0 by Corollary 6.5.)

h = X(,0,oo)('3 + h + h + h + h)

where

73(,, r) = [ V"^'"^'«2"-1 > - *'«'•*>}(! + 7,,(r, x))g(x) dx,
Jo

/•OC ,

Ut, r) = /   e-"x +"V«I«*-*>(ii0I(r, x) ~ r,x(r, x))g(x) dx,

{tr) = _re-^+rX)ei¡(itx.x)^i±^ +   (r> x) )g(x) dx^
J¡\ nA y■    I>o a0(x2)

s(íf) = jVí,'He-'«-)-^(l+ „,(r,*))  g(*)ox,
a(x2)

77(r, r) =   re-''xY<2'x-ne'-Vo2(r, x) - e—^Q- r,02(r, x)
Jo [ \ a0(xz) j

-glxr+lU'.x)^ x) + g-ter-iKr,*)^*!!. ,(,,*) \g(x) dx,

a(x2) J

where g(x) — f(x2)2x. Define X2 > X, > 0 so that [X2, X22] = A; then g has support

in [X,, X2].

Consider 77. Because t/2 and tj02 belong to L2((l, oo) X [X,, X2]) it is possible to

make llx^ooj-M'» ")H arbitrarily small for all f > 0 by simply choosing r0 > 0

suitably large.

Estimate next llx<r(„oe)At('> ')ll- Because t)0, andrj, belong to A,r\ox(r, x) — 7j,(r, x)

can be written as

(11-5) îfk(r)hk(x)k\' J"k\
k=l

where « G N and for each k, hk G C^(R + \A2) and fk(r) — o(l) as r — oc. We may

assume « = 1. Then I4(t. r) is/,(r) times the Fourier transform, evaluated at r of

e~"x2+iS(2'xx)hx(x)g(x).
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Since the Fourier transform is unitary, for some constant C > 0,

)U*> <C\\h g\\r0"X(r0,ooy

Thus, this term can be made arbitrarily small by choosing r0 large.

Claim that, when establishing the convergence of the remaining terms, we may

assume tj, = 0 = tj0,. For suppose the convergence has been established in this

special case and consider, to be specific, I5. The function tj0, may be written in the

form (11.5). Certainly, we may assume « = 1 there. Factor/, out of the integral

expression for I5 and observe that «,g G C0°°([X,, X2]). Since g was arbitrary in

C™([XX, X2]) and/, is bounded, the general case (tj0, ¥= 0) follows from the special

case. Assume, therefore, that tj, = 0 = t)01.

To estimate I5, integrate by parts. The factor exp(-/(ix2 + rx)) should be in-

tegrated. Recalling (10.3a) and (10.3b) and that a0 is continuously differentiable, it

follows that IIx^.oo/sC, -)H -»Oasi^ oo. Similarly, llx<r0,«>)-r«(i» ')ll -Oasr- oo.

It remains only to consider I3. Choose ^ G Crf(R) so that 0 < \p(y) < 1 for all

y G R and

I    U\y\<l,

0    iî\y\>2.
Hy)

Choose e so that 0 < e < { min(5 — {, 1) (5 > { is the constant of Lemma 10.2).

Then, making a change of variables, we have

. u
r*0O yOO

-it(x2-sx)(    iÇ(2tx,x)[e< ,i£(ts.x) }g(x)dx
ra/i

1/2

ds

where

U',s) r'/2

^\\ut,-)\\ + \\I9(t,

/«OO ,
I     e-it(x¿-sx)<eit{2tx.x) _ e

Ja
^'s'x^(t'/2-%2x - s))g(x) dx.

I9(t,s) = /'/2/V it(x¿-sx)(0ii(2tx,x) _ eit(ts,x)V }(\-W2-°(2x-s)))g(x)dx.

If \P(ti/2~c(2x - s))g(x)¥-0,  then X,<i<4X2  for all suitably large t and

| x — 2~s\< Cx/2 + c. Therefore, for such s and x

I giftltx.x) _ eH(ts,x) |^ Q-í+l/2+t

for some constant C > 0, by the mean value theorem and (10.3b). Hence, for some

C>0,

i |2

|/,('.-)H2<f2'/
J\ Kl,

Ctl/2 + '-'dx

'\x-s/2\<t -I/2+«

ds

so that || Is(t, -)|| -» 0 as t -* oo by the choice of e.

Only /9 remains. We shall integrate by parts several times; the factor

Í x2
exp{/'f(x2 — sx)} = exp  it(l + s)—.¡-

sx
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will be integrated. All the derivatives of the function x i-> (1 + s) '(x2 — sx) are

bounded on [X,, X2], uniformly in s. The first derivative satisfies

J-—■-!■ >Cr'l/2+e
1  + 5

for all (s, x) in the support of (1 — \p(tl/2~c(2x — s)))g(x). Combining these

remarks and (10.3a) and (10.3b) it is easily checked that ||/9(i, -)|| -> 0 as t -* oo.

This concludes the proof.

12. Proof of Theorem 1.3. Suppose now that the long range potential, VL, is

(12.1) VL(r) = ar'ssin ßra        (a G R; a 3* 0; ß > 0; 5 > min(0,1 - a)).

Applying our results in this situation we shall prove Theorem 1.3. The arguments

below naturally extend to any VL in B(8X,82) but establishing Theorem 1.3 will

adequately illustrate the techniques.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. The potential VL, defined in (12.1), belongs to B(8,1) (in

the notation of §1). Therefore, V, satisfies (LRl) and (LR2) of assumption (V3); the

constants 5, and 52 there should be

(12.2) 5, = max(5,5 + a - 1);    52 = 1 ;

and the functions VL[ and VL2 there can be chosen as: if a < 1, then Vlx = V, and

VL2 = 0; if a > 1, then

Vu(r) = a{]~ß0a~a)r-s-°Cosßr°;    VL2 = VL - VLX.

Actually, to verify that VL satisfies (V3), there are many possible choices of VLX and

V¡ 2 but, as we shall soon see, this choice is convenient because

(12.3) /    VL2(a)da= —r[Sacosßra.    if a > 1
J r Pa

and this last function is in B(8X, 1).

We may now apply Theorem 1.2. Observe that Vlx is conditionally integrable if

either a > 1 or a < 1 and 5 + a > 1 ; in either case

/oc VL](a) da = 0(rf)    as r — oo, for some e > 0.

From this and the value of 5, (12.2) it follows that the modified wave operators exist

and are complete by Theorem 1.2, provided 5 and a satisfy at least one of the

conditions (i), (ii), or (iii) of Theorem 1.3.

As yet we have said nothing about the "modification" y of the wave operators,

but of course y = (y,},eR is defined by equation (10.2). The existence of the Möller

wave operators ß* (= Q~(H, H0)) is determined by the convergence of {y,},eR.

More precisely, by Lemma 10.1, ß * exists if and only if

(12.4) {exp(/y,)}(eR    converges locally in measure

on R+ (=aac(//0)) as / -» ±oo and in this event ß' is complete. It should be

remarked that, when applying Lemma 10.1. we have made use of the following

general property of ß * : if ß - exists, then its range is contained in the subspace
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L2(Rd)àC of absolute continuity of H (see [31, Theorem 3.2, p. 531]). (Of course, the

range of ß^ is L2(Rd)ac by completeness.)

Therefore to conclude the proof it suffices to show that y satisfies (12.4) if and

only if 5 and a satisfy either (iv) or (v) of Theorem 1.3. But it is possible to compute

y explicitly from its definition and the expressions obtained for £ in Remark 6.3. In

carrying out this calculation we note that, in the cases a = 1 and a > 1, all terms of

£ which are oscillating are conditionally integrable and hence the corresponding

terms of y may be eliminated by way of Lemma 10.1. (Similar simplifications can be

obtained when a < 1 by considering cases, but this is not necessary.) We find:

if a < 1 then

y,(X) = sgn(0U2/x)_'j"2|'l^r-ssin/3raa'r

+ a2(2yAy3/2|"VV2Ssin2/?r» + x(,, fi) A ■

if a = 1 then

y,(X) = sgn(t)a2(4jX (4X - ß2))~] f2^r~2S + x(r,fi) dr;

if a > 1 then

y,(X) = sgn(/)I(-^)V^r-2<^-» + x(r,fi ) dr

where x(r,fk~) = 0(r~2Sl~e) as r -> oo (e > 0) for each fX G R^ . It is now a

routine task to check that (12.4) holds if and only if 5 and a satisfy (iv) or (v). This

concludes the proof.

Remark 12.1. Recall the conjectures of Bourgeois and of Mochuzuki and

Uchiyama referred to in the Introduction. When VL(r) = r~l/2sin r, we see, from

Theorem 1.3, that the Meiler wave operators do not exist (confirming Bourgeois'

conjecture) so that conditional integrability of VL is not, as Mochizuki and Uchiyama

suggested a sufficient condition for the Mailer wave operators to exist. It is,

however, necessary at least in the present context, and if we further suppose that

VL = VLX + VL2 where VLX and /r°° VL2(a)da belong to L2((l, oo)) we get the desired

necessary and sufficient condition. It seems likely that, even for more general central

potentials than those considered here, this should be the appropriate condition. (Say

if V satisfies (VI), (V2) and (V2').) What the condition should be when V is not

central is not clear.
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